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TEST 21_ 300320 

 I. (1-10) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each 

sentence: 

    1/ Wearing __________ clothes makes students feel comfortable.. 

          A. ancient            B. colorful            C. formal            D. casual 

    2/ He has known that girl __________  six years. 

A. during          B. in              C. for D. since 

    3/  On National Day there is usually a  __________ in Ba Dinh square in Ha 

Noi. 

         A. festival           B. party            C. celebration          D. parade 

    4/ The air is __________  polluted  by exhaust fume from cars. 

A.ultimately            B.carefully               C.seriously              D.politely  

    5/  A(n)  ________  is a creature  from another world . 

A.stranger          B. whale              C. ghost               D. alien 

   6/  Thanh Thao has already been _________  as a representative. 

         A. nominated           B. remembered           C. said               D. called 

   7/  The  word_________  means” big wind” in Chinese.  

         A. tornado           B. typhoon            C. tsunami       D. hurricane 

   8/ Minh Tri wore a brown silk suit that he __________  himself. 

        A.produce               B. dressed              C. preferred               D. designed 

   9/ Maryam and Lan are pen pals. They ________  with each other twice a month. 

        A.separate            B.correspond             C.comprise               D. touch 

   10/ Severe storms are __________  for Monday  night. 

        A. damaged               B.missed                C.brought               D. forecast 

Answer:  

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____   
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     6/ _____       7/ _____         8/ _____          9/ _____           10/ _____   

 

II. (11-12)  Choose the underlined word or phrase(A,B,C, or D) that needs 

correcting: 

    11/ We are quite free tonight so shall we to go  out together 

                         A                              B           C                D 

    12/ My pen pal Ruth, that has just won a scholarship , will visit Viet Nam next 

Summer. 

                                         A          B                                    C                              D 

Answer: 

     11/ _____        12/ _____         

 

III. (13-16) Use the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses.   

    13/ This letter needs __________ immediately. Will you takt care of it? (send) 

    14/ It’s a difficult question. I wish I  ____________  the  answer. ( know) 

    15/ Would you mind __________  the door? ( close) 

    16/ It’s an exciting. I  ___________  It twice already. (see) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____              

 

IV. (17-22)  Use the correct form of the words in parentheses: 

    17/ The advantage of living in the countryside is that the air is ___________ . ( 

pollute) 

    18/  __________, they were very eager to make a good impression ( nature) 

    19/ The sneakers were very smart, but they were  __________ . ( comfort) 

    20/ They are planning to protect the forests from ________ . (forest) 
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    21/ Thank you very much for your _________ organization.  ( value) 

    22/ The next stage in the development of television is _________  TV . ( 

interact) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____           5/ _____    6/ _____   

 

V. (23-28) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage: 

        Everyone wants to reduce pollution. But the pollution (23)___________  is as 

complicated as it is serious. It is complicated (24) ________ much pollution is 

caused by things that benefit people. For example, (25) ___________   from 

automobiles causes alarge percentage of all air pollution. But the automobile (26) 

________  transportation for millions of people. Factories ( 27) _________   much 

of material that pollutesair and water, but factories give employment to a large 

number of people. Thus,  to end or greatly reduce pollution immediately, people 

would have to stop using many things that benefit them. Most of people do not want 

to do that, of course. But pollution can be (28) __________  reduced in several ways. 

Scientists and engineers can work to find ways to lessen the amount of pollution that 

such things as automobiles and factories cause. 

23/ A. work             B. problem                   C. accident                     D. event 

24/ A. because                  B. so                 C. that                       D. while 

25/ A. exhaust                  B. fire                  C. gas                              D. liquid 

26/ A. carries               B. takes                    C. affords                     D. provides 

27/ A. offer               B. bring                C. discharge                   D. cause 

28/ A. little                  B. gradually                 C. so                 D. only 
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Answer: 

1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____        6/ _____   

 

VI. (29-32) Read the dialogue and then decide whether the statements that 

follow are true or false. Write True or False in your answersheet: 

         … and  so I have  watched your program for years and have always enjoys it. 

In fact it’s one of the few programs which is also suitable for children and I know 

that  many families like ours  watch it together. However, last week I was very 

disappointed and  also  very angry that no warning was given at the beginning of the 

program that what was going to be shown  was unsuitable for children. It is quite 

unnecessary to show close-up pictures of people  who  have  been murdered. I know 

it’s not real blood but children don’t  always  realize this   and my children were very 

frightened. There is also no need for people to use all sorts of bad language. Children 

very quick copy what they hear and  swear words and such like are the very things 

parents don’t want their children to use. Newspapers and news programs are full of 

all the terrible happenings in the world and  I think  we can expect television to 

provide us with an escape from reality. I don’t know whether you actually enjoy 

unpleasant and shocking scenes but since last week I know that I for one will watch 

the series again and I hope that more viewers like me will feel the same and simply 

switch off their sets. 

 True False 

29/ The writer was very upset what she saw last week. ____ ____ 

30/ The writer wants television to offer programs she can watch 

with her family. 

____ ____ 

31/ The writer’s family never watch the program again because 

she thinks it is  unsuitable for children. 

____ ____ 
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32/ The writer  is trying to warn us about the TV programs.  ____ ____ 

       

 VII. (33-36) Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the 

sentence printed  before them. 

    33/  This tree won’t grow if there is no water 

        Unless 

___________________________________________________________ 

    34/  Thuan Hieu is a tall  boy, so he can reach the ceiling. 

        Thuan Hieu is such 

___________________________________________________________ 

    35/  “ Why don’t we buy  a teddy bear as a birthday present?” 

        He suggested  

___________________________________________________________ 

    36/ I think the train will possibly be delayed.   

       The train  

___________________________________________________________ 

 


